
My email of 31.7.19 to Justine Rosser

Dear Ms Rosser and Ms Allen,

I'm not quite clear why you have sent me this letter, which aside from containing factual 
inaccuracies and omissions (which I will detail below), is completely irrelevant to the matter-at-
hand.

As you are already aware from our meeting on 24th April, it was to discuss my experience and 
inform future provision. Provision for myself is included in that, I am entitled to NHS care for a 
condition I have. I gave full details of my experience at the meeting and this was backed up with 
evidence and details of law which I brought with me and also copied again to you after the 
meeting.

Sam Allen asked me at the end of the meeting what I would like as an outcome. I explained that I 
wanted my Asperger's diagnosis entered on file with SPFT and the offer of an autism care 
pathway I am legally entitled to. I said I would like a letter sent with an apology for what had been
done to me (bearing in mind the provable documented lies and breaches of law against me by 
SPFT staff as well as the clinical failures that I had described) and written confirmation from SPFT 
that my diagnosis was accepted. At no time did Sam Allen state that there was any problem with 
this requested outcome, which indicates tacit agreement, obviously she couldn't refuse what I 
requested anyway because it is something the NHS and law backs me up on.

Sam Allen also said she would reply to the questions I read out from the document I brought along 
to the meeting, by end of May. This still has not happened. Instead, what has happened has been a
complete about-face, once everyone scurried back to their offices and were not face-to-face with 
me, with my questions being ignored. This is inexcusable. I had a witness from the MIND charity 
with me and I have an audio recording of what happened so there is no question as to what was 
agreed to.

The content of your letter is all irrelevant to what I am seeking, you have said in writing that you 
cannot 'change your diagnosis' but as I have twice stated in writing no diagnosis was made, so it 
can't be changed! My private diagnosis is subsequent new information. What I have requested is 
all current and regardless of any historic complaint, it is the documenting and coding of my valid 
legal Asperger's syndrome diagnosis on my SPFT health records, which is a new diagnosis since the 
NHS assessments. You have no legal or health grounds to refuse this. If you believe you have, 
please reply informing me what they are and the source.

Now to the content of your letter, in correspondingly bullet-pointed paragraphs (as irrelevant as it 
is to the current issues):

• You state: "the diagnoses that had been given at the Neurobehavioral Clinic in 2009" when I
have already stated multiple times in writing that no diagnoses were made and no 
condition was tested for either! You state: "a response was provided to you explaining the 
assessment process and confirming it was thorough and in-depth", no they just stated that 
the reason the complaint was closed down was because of 'clinical opinion' (paradoxically, 
because it was the clinical opinion I was challenging with my complaint). But even if any 
such claim had been made it wouldn't change the truth, that the assessments were 



conducted in a provably substandard manner, without any tests, interviewing relatives, or 
even asking autism-related questions. A falsehood can in any case be repeated countless 
times but it never becomes truth! Further, PALS informed me that I would be provided an 
ASD reassessment in January 2013 and then when they shut down my complaint, they lied 
to me saying I had misunderstood and they meant a mental health assessment! I have all 
the documentary evidence subsequently obtained under SAR that this was a deliberate lie 
and that an ASD reassessment was being arranged for me at your Worthing clinic and that 
it was shut down by your speech and language therapist Anne Walker at the behest of 
Hugo Critchley. Not only that, but Anne Walker unbelievably, stated that if I was assessed in 
Worthing I wouldn't be diagnosed anyway! I can prove this with emails if you would like 
me to send them to you? It proves corruption – nobody can predict a clinical outcome!

• You state: "The PHSO initially closed the case; however they decided after further contact 
from you that they would re-open the case but only to look specifically at the process 
around the specialist funding panel." I can prove with documentary evidence that it was my
own request to close it down. Because PHSO said they would only investigate the funding 
panel processes from the beginning, and I challenged this via review and the only way to 
obtain a review was to close down the case and then resubmit afterwards if I decided to go 
ahead with their scope of investigation after all. So I asked them to close it down and when
they didn't change their mind about the scope after the review, (which was purely because 
they wrongly stated that the scope I wanted was 'out of time' - which much later they 
admitted was the wrong decision but it was too late by then and I have documentary 
proof of this too) as it was the only option I was left with, I asked them to reopen it and 
investigate under the scope of the funding panel procedures, which is why there were two 
case references numbers for the same complaint. So your claim is false. As for the outcome
of the PHSO investigation, aside from the fact that it was not the scope that should have 
been investigated, I found out that several important requirements of two policy 
documents were breached by SPFT which PHSO failed to identify, namely the "Specialist 
Funding Panel Application Guidance Notes" and "Trust Commissioning Operational Policy 
Document" but I only found this information out after PHSO had already reached their 
decision so it was too late, their clinical adviser hadn't even identified these breaches, even
though this was supposedly their field. Neither had I obtained an SAR at that point, to find 
out all the lies SPFT had told PHSO and the fact that you had offered me a reassessment 
and reneged on it. Most of the documentary evidence I obtained was after the event, 
because I (stupidly) trusted PHSO to provide justice, so I didn't know I would need to obtain
it beforehand and they wouldn't do anything about it once I obtained the evidence because
the case was closed - they wanted to save face just like SPFT did. SPFTs lies have caused all 
this. So please don't tell me about the investigation not being upheld – these travesties of 
injustice are all part of what SPFT has put me through! You state: "We identify no failing 
with this or the Trusts responses to her concerns." how would you be aware of failings in the
PHSO investigation? You have no idea what evidence they looked at from my side and SPFT 
were too busy lying and misleading them, so you wouldn't admit that would you. Would 
you like me to copy you all the emails proving your staff to be malicious, corrupt liars? 
Why would you stand by these people and their wrongdoing? I told Sam Allen from the 
beginning that my file contained many lies. But strangely, she never asked me for 
evidence of this as I asked her to do and as stated at the meeting!

• You state: "The case was re-referred to the PHSO on 25th September 2014. A letter was 
provided to the PHSO by the complaints manager outlining the assessment process that 
had taken place. In May 2015 however, they took the decision not to investigate and closed 
the case." Are you aware that I had obtained new evidence so it wasn't the same case 



because of what they investigated first time round? I was told by PHSO that I had to ask 
SPFT to investigate my new complaint with the new evidence before they would consider it.
When I asked SPFT to investigate you refused, without ever looking at my new evidence. 
This evidence is the brain scan qEEG. For your information, PHSO told me they would 
investigate and I know they also told SPFT the same, because I have a copy of the letter! 
However, I found out PHSO is full of corruption in the same way SPFT is and they shut it 
down by simply accepting your lie in your response letter that it had already been 
investigated when it's fully documented it wasn't! In fact I belong to a group exposing this 
PHSO corruption, because so many people have been shafted by PHSO, who ignore 
complainant evidence and re-scope investigations to help out the NHS, and make false 
claims, just as they did with me. So I know I am not alone, I'm not paranoid either, this 
really happens.

• You state: "10th August 2016, case number 3475 was raised via MP Peter Kyle" and "Not 
Upheld - Confirmed by Dr Andrea Cohen, Consultant Clinical Psychologist that patient does 
not have a diagnosis of Asperger’s" Well, well, well. Peter Kyle never received any reply 
from SPFT and neither did I so this is all news to me! And as for Dr Cohen, she has never to 
my knowledge even seen or evaluated a copy of my private diagnosis report and I do have 
a valid diagnosis of Asperger's syndrome and had done so since 2013, so this was a lie 
stated three years after I was diagnosed but didn't even have the good grace to reply to 
Peter Kyle's letter.

• You state: "Raised with Sam Allen via twitter, disputing your diagnoses from 2009 and 
access to Autistic Spectrum Disorder Pathway. Outcome: not upheld, this case was closed 
on 1st February 2019 This was a historic complaint reviewed by the PHSO and not upheld. 
The NHS Complaints process has been exhausted and the complaint will not be reopened" 
This is a complete lie! I did not raise a complaint with Sam Allen. She however said she 
would review my records after I told her on Twitter that SPFT wasn't recognising my 
diagnosis.  As no complaint was raised, I could not be asking for a historic complaint to be 
looked into either. I was in contact with Sam Allen only to get current recognition of my 
private Asperger's diagnosis and current and future offering of an autism care pathway 
which has nothing to do with historic events. I only ever informed Sam Allen of what had 
happened in the past as she asked me for the information, but it does not change what I 
am currently seeking. As SPFT has never investigated my private diagnosis or my brain scan 
evidence (the latter which you outright refused to investigate), you cannot claim these are 
historic issues either!

"The letter explained that we are unable to change your diagnoses on file with SPFT without a full 
clinical assessment. However, it was agreed that following a full review by the Medical Director, 
seeking a second opinion would be the best way forward." as repeatedly explained no diagnosis 
was given by SPFT so no diagnosis can be changed. I have asked you to add my subsequent private
diagnosis to my health records which you have no right to refuse to do and to offer me an autism 
care pathway I am legally entitled to. I also previously provided details of the expertise and 
qualifications of the ex-NHS clinician who diagnosed my Asperger's and the wealth of (fully 
differential) tests he conducted in his NHS NICE CG142 compliant assessment.

I again repeat, that the bullet-pointed statements you made are all irrelevant anyway. I have 
informed you that without answers to my questions I am not able to make a decision on your offer 
of a reassessment so you are preventing me making a decision. I am also entitled to receive this 
information and what possible reasons could you have for ignoring my request anyway, or reneging
on answering as promised at the meeting? Nothing you have said in any of your letters addresses 



what I have requested. And to not answer my questions just evidences that you can't answer 
because you know I am right.

I therefore await your response to all my questions asap.


